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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 

North American Buddhist Alliance to Convene On Inclusion! 

A Toronto Conference for Buddhists across Traditions 

 

 

July 5, 2018. (USA) On Inclusion! A North American Buddhist Alliance gathering is set to convene in Toronto, 

Canada on October 31, 2018 from 10 AM to 5 PM. This day-long program connects Buddhists from diverse 

backgrounds and introduces issues especially pertinent to the North American region. 

 

Once three to five years, the world’s largest interfaith summit convenes for about 10,000 faith-goers on a 

different continent. This year, the Parliament of the World’s Religions will commence on November 1st in 

Toronto, Canada. For Buddhists in the North American region, we have a special opportunity as an intrafaith 

collective.  

 

While we enjoy the blessings of being on Western soil, according to Buddhist sacred texts, humanity 

experiences some eras more uplifting globally than others. From the age of enlightenment to the age of spiritual 

deepening, the age of religious institutions and their brick and mortar to the age of conflict, apparently we in 

this hemisphere are currently at the epitome of polarization, contention, and constant squabbles. 

 

While it’s difficult to push back the tidal wave of an era, we must diffuse tsunamis of explosives, toxicity, and 

harm against the other. Not to mention as Buddhists, we know that our good works now will shape a better 

future for those to come. 

 

It seems our sacred calling now to transform divisions into inclusion -- be it race, gender, religion, or other 

causes for divisiveness. This University of Toronto gathering offers a reflection, ultimately on examining the 

false-self erecting walls of spite, the oppositions between us and them, you and me. This blessed opportunity 

offers up a collective expression of Buddhists who live out the Dharmas of interdependence and 

interrelatedness. 

 

North American Buddhist Alliance and participating Buddhist teachers and leaders including Acharya Judith 

Simmer-Brown, Reverend Toshikazu Kenjitsu Nakagaki, Reverend Bup Hee invite Buddhists across the region 

to manifest inclusivity through courage, compassion, and wisdom on October 31st! 

 

Register before September 11 for a limited number of complementary tickets at: shorturl.at/djmUY You don’t 

have to be a Parliament attendee to join this program. 

 

NorthAmericanBuddhistAlliance.org a 501c3 nonprofit organization that shares Dharma resources across 

Buddhist traditions, aiming to foster inclusive and equitable collaboration, communication, and interaction 

among Buddhists and Buddhist groups. Follow NABA at @NABAtweets or Facebook. For more information, 

please contact Guo Cheen at Info@NorthAmericanBuddhistAlliance.org or 253-886-6251.  
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